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British Orchestral Premieres

 DISC ONE  61.27
 ARTHUR SOMERVELL (1863-1937) *

(1913)
1 Allegro molto 11.25
2 Elegy. Molto adagio (Paolino Tono, Cor anglais) 9.20
3 Allegro vivo 4.39
4 Allegro 11.34

 CYRIL SCOTT (1879-1970) *
(1937)

5 Allegro vigoroso 8.17
6 . Andante 4.49
7 Finale. Allegro con spirito 4.09
 Michael Laus, harpsichord

 MAURICE BLOWER (1894-1982) *
8 (c. 1950)
 José Garcia Gutiérrez, horn

 DISC TWO  61.21
 FREDERICK KELLY (1881-1916)

 Op. 7  (1911) *
1 Prelude 2.54
2 Idyl 6.56
3 Minuet 1.49
4 Air with Variations 5.40
5 Jig 2.48
 Rebecca Hall, flute
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displayed notable facility, yet this lighter aspect of Holbrooke’s music has largely been
overlooked - even by his detractors! The original Pantomime Suite, however, is content
simply to be judged as a piece of light music divorced from the stage, portraying four
stock characters out of the Italian Commedia dell’arte.

It was performed in Bournemouth in March 1908, conducted by the composer, and
won for him the Charles Lucas Medal.

The Variations on 'The Girl I Left Behind Me', Op. 37b - which is a companion piece
to the composer s somewhat more famous ‘Variations on Three Blind Mice' (a great
favourite of Sir Henry Wood’s) - consist of an introduction, followed by the statement
of the theme and 15 variations in which Holbrooke’s glittering orchestration and
ingenious invention are given full rein. Look out for the appearance of 'Auld Lang Syne'
on the cornets in Variation IX and the reference to the song, 'Believe me, if all those
endearing young charms...' which ends Variation XI. All in all, the listener may wonder
why this entertaining work is not a regular feature of The Last Night of the Proms !
Gareth Vaughan

[I have been greatly indebted in the production of these notes to the as yet unpublished
"Joseph Holbrooke (1878-1958): An Annotated List of His Works" by Rob Barnett.]
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decades between 1890 and 1930 - and many (including this set of variations) ask for no
more instruments or players than can be found in the standard modern symphony
orchestra.

The charming little suite for strings, Pantomime, dating from the early 1900s (though
Pantalon was actually written in 1896) is the forerunner of the Ballet Suite Pierrot, Op.
36b. The later work, re-scored for full orchestra, adds a movement called Revels (Tempo
di valse) at the start and a Tarantelle (Presto vivace) as the closing number, in which
form it becomes the twenty minute ballet performed between the two acts of
Holbrooke’s opera The Stranger, originally called Pierrot and Pierrette and premiered
under this title on 11 November 1909 at His Majesty’s Theatre, London The
production was by the celebrated actor-manager Herbert Beerbohm Tree; the
composer conducted. The story is slight and whimsical. The scene of both acts is an
enclosed garden lit by moonlight. The curtain rises to reveal Pierrette anxiously
awaiting her lover, Pierrot. In the background sits Pierrette’s Nurse. When Pierrot
enters, Pierrette hurriedly closes the garden door after him, lest the voice of the Town
should lure her lover from her side. The Nurse, after reflecting ominously on the
transience of all things, withdraws. There follows a ‘love scene', interrupted by the voice
of The Stranger (a Mephistophelean character) from outside. He urges Pierrot to follow
him into the world. Pierrette begs Pierrot to stay but the lure of the Town is too great
for him and he leaves her alone and desolate.

In Act II the Nurse is discovered, awaiting the arrival of The Stranger who has bribed
her to admit him to the garden. She does so and he wooes the deserted Pierrette. She,
however, rejects his advances and he slinks off defeated. Then we hear the voice of
Pierrot singing in the distance. He returns disillusioned by the fleeting pleasures of the
Town and fearful lest he has lost his beloved. Pierrette takes pity on him and as they
look wonderingly at each other they realise that the moonlit garden is truly the garden
of Love.

Holbrooke went on to compose five more ballets - seven if we include the Celtic dances
from Bronwen (third of the operatic trilogy, The Cauldron of Annwn) and Tamlane, Op.
132 (1939) intriguingly called an 'opera-ballet'. It was a genre in which the composer
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 MAURICE BLOWER
(1951) *

6 Allegro risoluto 4.57
7 Lento 4.49
8 Allegro vivace 4.09
  José Garcia Gutiérrez, horn

 WALTER GAZE COOPER (1895-1981) *
(1937)

9 Poco con moto 3.57
10 Andante 6.56
11 Con brio 4.35
 John McDonough, oboe

ROBIN MILFORD (1903-1959) *
 Op. 8 (1924)

12 Overture. Allegro - Gavotte. Lento 4.55
13 Minuet and Musette. Allegro non troppo 3.45
14 Air. Lento moderato 3.11

John McDonough, oboe

DISC THREE  61.10
 ALEXANDER MACKENZIE (1847-1935)
1  Op. 29 (1883) *

 DOROTHY HOWELL (1898-1982)
2 (1919) †  

 DOROTHY HOWELL
3 (1923) ** Valentina Seferinova, piano  
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 LILIAN ELKINGTON (1900-1969)
4 (1921) **  

DISC FOUR  62.10
 JOSEF HOLBROOKE (1878-1958)

Op. 16 (c.1900) *  
1 Arlequin 2.42
2 Columbine 7.02
3 Pantalon 1.28
4 Clown 2.30

 JOSEF HOLBROOKE
5 †  

 MAURICE BLOWER
(1939) †  

6 I  Allegro moderato 7.55
7 II  Scherzo 6.52
8 III  Lento moderato 13.11
9 IV  Allegro vivace 7.51

* Malta Philharmonic Orchestra
conductor Michael Laus

† Karelia State Philharmonic Orchestra
conductor Marius Stravinsky

** Orion Symphony Orchestra
conductor Toby Purser
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JOSEF HOLBROOKE (1878-1958)

Pantomime Suite Op. 16
Variations on ‘The Girl I Left Behind Me’

Joseph Charles Holbrooke was born in Croydon on 5 July 1878. His earliest grounding
in music came from his father (also called Joseph), a fine pianist and a touring musician
in the music-halls. Holbrooke junior later adopted the German spelling of his name,
and a large number of his works was published under that appellation.

All Josef’s early musical education came from his father, who taught him both violin and
piano. In 1893, at the tender age of 15, Holbrooke’s father decided he had nothing
more to teach him and entered him as a student at The Royal Academy of Music. Here
he won many honours and wrote some fine music. Unfortunately, domestic problems
forced him to leave the Academy in 1896 without completing his course. In an attempt
to make a career for himself he joined various music troupes touring the United
Kingdom as pianist and musical director. After a disastrous experience in Scotland
where the tour manager disappeared with all the takings, leaving the performers
stranded and unpaid, Holbrooke managed to return to London where he settled in
Haringey, earning a meagre living as a music teacher.

He was often hungry and lived in poor conditions for some years, but in 1900 Augustus
Manns gave the first performance of Holbrooke’s tone poem The Raven at one of his
Saturday Afternoon Concerts at the Crystal Palace, and the composer’s career began to
take off. Holbrooke has been described (quite absurdly) as ‘the Cockney Wagner’ —
absurdly because he was neither a Cockney nor is his music Wagnerian. Nevertheless,
the soubriquet has stuck, with the result that he has gained a reputation for writing
heavy, humourless, Teutonic music, enormously over-scored. This is nonsense. It is
true that many of his works were inspired by Edgar Allan Poe and evoke the febrile and
shadowy atmosphere of that writer’s poetry but, as the set of orchestral variations on
this disc reveals, he had a great sense of humour and fun. As to being over-scored, none
of his works requires an orchestra larger than the sort of forces that were frequently
demanded by Richard Strauss or Korngold - or, indeed, other composers writing in the
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and Beethoven’s ‘Pastoral’ Symphony as one of the many British music novelties Sir
Dan Godfrey habitually included in his concerts at Bournemouth. The programme note
from that concert, quoted below, renders further description of this beautifully crafted
and intensely moving piece unnecessary:

This short tone-poem is the outcome of a poignant memory connected
with the war. The equal suffering and sacrifice of all classes in the cause
of common humanity, which led to the honouring of the Unknown
Warrior, have been felt by all, and have been well expressed by
Laurence Binyon in the lines:

With proud thanksgiving, a mother for her children,
England mourns for her dead across the sea:
Flesh of her flesh they were, spirit of lier spirit,
Fallen in the cause of the free, etc.

When the Unknown Warrior was brought home to his last resting-place ‘there was a
thick mist over the Channel, out of which the warship [HMS Verdun] slowly emerged’
as she drew near to Dover. This explanation of the title will give the clue to the
understanding of the music. The opening is quiet, with muted lower strings, as the ship
feels her way through the murk. Slight rifts in the mist are hinted at by the use here and
there of the upper strings; and the melancholy phrases enlarge as the ship creeps onward
with her fateful burden. After a pause, mutes are removed, the air grows brighter, and
the deep gloom upon men’s spirits is somewhat relieved, though the tension is still
strong. Gradually the style enlarges and becomes more elevated as larger views of the
meaning of sacrifice calm the spirit. The agitation of the soul reasserts itself, broadens,
and leads to the final section. Largamente appassionata, fortissimo, as with a burst of sad
exaltation the representative of the nameless thousands who have died in the common
cause is brought out of the darkness to his own.

As with Dorothy Howell’s Lamia, this was almost certainly Elkington’s first work for
orchestra and one can only marvel at the extraordinary mastery of that medium which
it displays.
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SIR ARTHUR SOMERVELL (1863 - 1937)      Symphony in D minor 'Thalassa'

‘Thalassa’, is Somervell’s only symphony. It received its first performance in February
1913, by the London Symphony Orchestra under the great, Hungarian-born conductor
Arthur Nikisch. The symphony is in the Austro-German symphonic tradition, with two
large-scale outer movements flanking an extended slow movement which may be
regarded as the emotional fulcrum of the whole work, and a short, scherzo-like third
movement. The subtitle ‘Thalassa’ refers to the sea goddess of Greek mythology, and
Somervell has given each movement a title or quote connected with the sea, which gives
the listener a hint of the underlying programme or idea for the particular movement.
The quote heading the first movement is: ‘...immortal sea - A World whereon to
triumph and be free,’ which may be considered as a general dedication of the whole
work to the sea.

The first movement, in sonata form, contains a second theme which is very similar to
the second theme of the first movement of Brahms’s Second Symphony. Indeed, the
whole movement is very Brahmsian in texture, harmony and style.

The second movement, called Elegy, has the following note: ‘Killed in action near the
South Pole, 28 March, 1912’, a reference to Robert Falcon Scott’s tragic Terra Nova
Expedition to the South Pole. Scott and his companions died in March 1912 at their
camp in One Ton Depot, near the South Pole, and this movement, which is in the style
of a dirge, was written in August of that same year. The cor anglais, making its first and
only appearance in this work, is here given an important solo part which rises to a
memorable climax towards the end.

The third movement bears the following inscription, paraphrasing slightly lines from
Keats’ ‘Magic casements looking on the foam of faëry lands.’

The actual lines are:
The same (song) that ofttimes hath
Charmed magic casements, opening on the foam
Of perilous seas, in faêry lands forlorn.
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The magical atmosphere is evoked by fleeting phrases on the woodwinds accompanied
by pizzicato strings in this short but delightful movement.

The finale has a quote from James Harris’ The Daemon Lover:

Oh, I've seven ships upon the sea;
The eighth brought me to land,
With four and twenty bold mariners
And music on every hand.

An introduction, alternating a rhythmic figure on the strings with a chorale-like theme
on the brass, soon gives way to the full chorale theme, in a slow tempo, after which the
main part of the movement, marked Allegro, starts. Midway through the movement, a
melody very reminiscent of an English folk-song suddenly and unexpectedly interrupts
the proceedings, and tends to dominate the rest of the movement, in spite of further
appearances of the chorale and of the main Allegro themes. It is on this jubilant theme
that the symphony ends, in the bright key of D major.                               Michael Laus

CYRIL SCOTT (1879-1970)      Harpsichord Concerto

Eugene Goossens called Cyril Scott the ‘Father of modem British music’; he has also
been referred to as ‘the English Debussy’, though this latter soubriquet is as inaccurate
and misleading as Shaw’s description of Josef Holbrooke as ‘the Cockney Wagner’.
Certainly Scott ploughed a distinctive and individual musical furrow with his exotic
harmonies and in his orchestral works, marvellous palette of colours and timbres, but
his structural approach and mature harmonic language are very different from
Debussy’s. Nevertheless, to the extent that his pungent chromaticism and experiments
in free rhythm were a potent influence on a generation of composers, there is some truth
in Goossens’ claim.

A prolific composer, Scott wrote over 400 works, though many of these were piano
pieces or songs. However, major compositions include four symphonies (one later
discarded), four operas, four large scale choral works - including the outstanding Hymn
of Unity (1947), which cries out for performance - and numerous concertos (violin,
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altered and re-presented. As the work reaches its closing climax, the five note theme is
defiantly stated by the trumpets.

LILIAN ELKINGTON (1900-1969)     Out of the Mist

Like her contemporary, Dorothy Howell, Iris Lilian Mary Elkington was born in
Birmingham. She studied piano and composition at the Birmingham and Midland
Institute School of Music with Sir Granville Bantock. She also studied the organ, and
became a Licentiate of the Royal Academy of Music (LRAM) and Associate of the
Royal College of Organists (ARCO) in her early twenties. Her daughter notes that

‘Lilian Elkington gave many public concerts and recitals in Birmingham Town Hall and
other cities in England and her repertoire included all the Beethoven Piano Concertos,
the Grieg Piano Concerto, Schumann Piano Concerto, etc. She also performed in a
number of chamber music ensembles and was a fine accompanist. Lilian Elkington
composed all her works before her marriage in 1926, after which time she gradually
gave up her musical career...she married Arthur Kennedy, a professional violinist and
viola player...’

The fact that anything is now known of the composer stems from a chance discovery by
the musicologist David J. Brown, to whose article in the Autumn 2008 edition of The
Maude Powell Signature I am almost wholly indebted for these notes. In the late 1970s,
he found a parcel of manuscript scores of four works in a second-hand book store in
Worthing, and, unable to bear the thought of leaving them there, purchased them for
£3.75! There were two copies each of a song titled Little Hands, a Rhapsodie and a
Romance, both for violin and piano, and, most importantly, the full score of the
orchestral work entitled Out of the Mist. A complete set of orchestral parts for the latter
was also in the parcel, eventually enabling its first performance in recent times on 24
September 1988, by the Windsor Sinfonia conducted by Robert Tucker. The score
bears the date 1921, and researches at the time of the 1988 performance revealed that
Bantock conducted what must have been the premiere with the Midland Institute
student orchestra in June 1921. Another performance took place the following June in
Harrogate, under Howard Carr, and on 21 December 1922, Out of the Mist appeared
in a programme with Brahms’ Academic Festival Overture, Dvorak’s Violin Concerto,
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A later performance at the Torquay Musical Festival in 1931. with Adrian Boult
conducting, resulted in this notice:

The concerto... more than justifies Miss Howell’s position as a leading member
of the distinguished company of British women composers. It is buoyant music,
without the flamboyancy of Liszt or the effeminacy of Chopin: Miss Howell has
not used display for its own sake, but she has all the modern tricks of piano
playing at her command, and very skilfully uses the solo instrument to embellish
the orchestral part with modern pianistic figurations. Broad, pleasing melodies
are another medium through which interest is sustained.

Writing in Musical Opinion in 1936, the composer Havergal Brian recalled of Dorothy
Howell:

 ‘I heard her play the solo part in her Piano Concerto at a Promenade Concert
some years ago, and I remember being impressed by its constructive mastery,
masculinity, and facility in scoring. She has the grand manner; and, in a
department where a composer shows his genius or lack of it (the brass), she is
most eloquent.’

Bigness and freedom of style distinguish all her larger works. The concerto is in one
movement, but falls naturally into three sections, the first and last being complementary
and constructed from the same material. The opening, marked moderato marcato,
introduces a motif in the horns beginning with a group of five notes, which is destined
to become a significant feature. After a vigorous orchestral introduction, the piano
seizes this five-note figure, making of it a cadenza which leads to the first subject proper.
After some development, the piano being largely occupied with arpeggio decoration, a
lyrical tune emerges in the right hand. A scherzando section offers a light-hearted
contrast, and the material so far heard is now developed until a sinister echo of the
opening, played by the ‘cellos, signals the close of the first ‘movement’. A tranquillo
interlude follows, lightly scored, in which the piano predominates. This is interrupted
by a dramatic agitato passage and a cadenza: the process is repeated with modulations
to other keys, before the material of the opening section is recapitulated, but inventively
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’cello, oboe, harpsichord, and two for piano). There is also a considerable body of
chamber music. On top of all this he was the author of 36 books on such diverse
subjects as ethics, occultism, alternative medicine, Christianity and humour, together
with five volumes of poetry, and numerous magazine articles.

The Harpsichord Concerto appeared in 1937 and was premiered by Lucille Wallace
with the Grand Chamber Orchestra, conducted by Angel Grande, on 8th April 1938 at
the Wigmore Hall, London. The soloist is accompanied by an orchestra consisting of
flute, clarinet, bassoon, strings and piano. A flourish of chromatically slithering strings
opens the first movement, Allegro vigoroso, before a rising scale on the bassoon
introduces the soloist, the strings accompanying; a dialogue between soloist and
orchestra ensues. This material gives way to a sequence of emphatic chords on the
harpsichord with watery interjections in which the flute is prominent, the piano adding
harp-like glissandi. Eventually, the dialogue between soloist and orchestra subsides into
a dark-hued slower section, characterised by other-worldly harmonies, until a luminous
passage in the upper strings heralds a return of the opening material, clothed in light.
Excited, almost frantic, passage work from the soloist, highlighted by piano glissandi,
leads to a radiant conclusion. The 2nd movement, titled ‘Pastorale Orientale’, is
marked Andante and ruminates on a haunting six-note theme which is enriched with
lush Scriabinesque harmonies, until sequences of repeated chords on the harpsichord
lead to a masterly coda.

The brief Finale, Allegro con spirito, is gloriously enigmatic: sometimes boisterous,
sometimes brooding, but always, it seems, on the side of light, scurrying to its close in
a blaze of sunshine.

Addendum
The Harpsichord Concerto was composed in the same year as the Cello Concerto, but
though it was well received at the premiere performance. it was another 70 years before
another performance would take place. In 2002, just when the great revival of Scott’s
music was beginning, Jory Vinikour, the American-born harpsichordist, discovered a
copy existed, but it was handwritten and in poor repair. He became so fascinated with
the concerto that he decided to produce a new score and parts at his own expense. He
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persuaded Toby Purser and his Orion Orchestra to play it in concert, which they did
most successfully in 2008, in London at St John’s Smith Square. It is indeed a
coincidence that Toby Purser should also be featured on this CD. I am delighted, and
I know Jory would be, that we have the Michael Laus recording of this brilliant and
fascinating work.                                                           Desmond Scott, son of Cyril Scott.

MAURICE BLOWER (1894-1982)

Eclogue for Horn and Strings
Horn Concerto
Symphony in C

Dr Maurice Blower was my father. He was
a musician, a pianist and composer. His
musical career began at the Royal Academy
of Music. When he married my mother in
1937, he moved to Rake where he lived for
the rest of his life.

After a stint at the National Bank of India,
the war intervened and he joined the East
Surrey Regiment; he was taken prisoner in
1917 at St Quentin. He studied music at the
RAF school of music with Sir Walford
Davies and was attached to the Guildford
School of Music for two years. Lessons with
Dr Harold Darke at Queens College Oxford
led to his doctorate of music in 1929. His
work after the war was centred on
Petersfield, where he gave piano lessons to
generations of Churchers College boys.
When the Petersfield Music Festival opened
after the war, my father was its Secretary
and remained so for another 30 years.
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meeting ending in ‘…a song of love too sweet for earthly lyres.’ In passing through the
streets of Corinth they meet the philosopher, Apollonius, Lycius' erstwhile tutor, whose
piercing gaze terrifies Lamia. Passing on, they reach an enchanted palace where they
dwell for a while in secret and mutual happiness, until Lycius persuades Lamia to hold
a public feast in which he can display his beautiful bride to all his friends. With much
foreboding she agrees on condition that he does not invite Apollonius, then sets about
transforming the palace with her magic art into a place of luxurious magnificence.
However, Apollonius arrives unbidden. His penetrating gaze transfixes Lamia and
uneasiness spreads throughout the guests - ‘The stately music no-more breathes, the
myrtle sicken’d in a thousand wreaths...’ Lycius upbraids Apollonius, but the philoso-
pher says he will not stand by and see his pupil made ‘...a serpent’s prey.’ At these words
Lamia utters a cry of terror and vanishes; Lycius dies of grief.

The music is continuous but may be divided into three parts: the first portraying the
lamentations of the snake-woman, her yearning for release and her agonising transfor-
mation; the second her meeting with Lycius and the blossoming of their love (heralded
by arpeggio passages on the harp), which swells to a voluptuous orchestral paean; and
the third depicting the festivities of the marriage feast, the baleful effect of Apollonius’
presence leading to the final dissolution of the enchantment with its consequent tragedy.
Gareth Vaughan

The impressionistic colouring, crystalline textures and telling use of brass that
characterise Howell’s orchestral palette and so impressed audiences in Lamia are very
much to the fore in the piano concerto which dates from 1923. This was given its first
performance in November of that year in Bournemouth under Dan Godfrey with the
composer as soloist. It garnered some excellent reviews. The critic of the Bournemouth
Visitors’ Directory wrote:

The new concerto is a work of quite conspicuous interest and of much natural
beauty. Miss Howell was recalled again and yet again, and with a spontaneous
enthusiasm which betokens its sincerity.
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The orchestral tone poem Lamia was hugely successful and brought the young
composer, not quite 21 at the time of its first performance, immediate fame - and justly,
for it is a remarkably assured composition, magnificently scored, displaying a quality of
tone and colour reminiscent of Ravel’s Daphnis and Chloë, coupled with a prodigal
outpouring of melody. ‘All musical London is talking about Miss Dorothy Howell, the
girl composer, whose symphonic poem, Lamia, created such an instantaneous effect at
Queens Hall on Wednesday night...’ wrote the Daily Express critic on 12 September,
1919. Sir Henry Wood, who conducted the first performance, had a high regard for the
piece and its creator and, as the Express went on to report ‘...decided to vary next
Saturday night’s programme, a most unusual proceeding, to give promenaders a further

opportunity of hearing what is in every sense
a remarkable work.’ Other performances
followed, the last professional one, after a
silence of many years, being in November
1950 by the Croydon Symphony Orchestra
conducted by Ralph Nicholson who had
himself played it with the London Symphony
Orchestra under Henry Wood. Very sadly,
Dorothy Howell was, at that time, too ill to
attend the concert.

Lamia is based on Keats’ poem of the same
name, in which, among the forests of ancient
Crete, there dwells a woman transformed by
a cruel spell into a snake. She is consumed by
love for a Corinthian youth named Lycius
whom she has seen in a vision, and begs the
God Hermes to restore her to human form
and transport her to Corinth. Hermes grants
her petition, though the transformation is
effected only with much agony. She meets
Lycius and he falls in love with her, their
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Works for choirs, or part songs, formed the bulk of my father’s output. He did compose
for string orchestra and a number of his works were performed. In the 1950s Julian
Bream rehearsed in army uniform with a long cigarette holder to keep the ash from his
guitar whilst he played, and Dennis Brain drew up in his open-topped sports car with
his horn on the back seat and played the Horn Concerto which my father had written
for him. After his death on 4th July 1982, I took my father’s manuscripts to Michael
Hurd, a local musician, for him to look through. When I collected them from him some
twenty years later, he drew my attention to a symphony written in 1939. I had never
heard of this, but there it was, a complete four movement work for full orchestra. I
decided to get it published, but there was no question of it being taken on by one of the
established music publishers, so I decided to do it myself.

Eclogue for horn and strings - a pastoral poem, usually in the form of a dialogue
between shepherds. In music the term has also been applied to a short piece which is
pastoral in tone. The first of two works by Blower for solo French horn composed in
the 1950s, it is in three sections without a break, Tranquillo ma con moto - Allegro vivace
- Tranquillo. The horn carries on a friendly conversation with the strings, now on equal
terms, now firmly taking the lead. The first section concludes with the horn having the
last word, whereupon the strings take over and a new theme appears on the ‘cellos. This
is a strong statement in which the horn eventually joins and the theme is passed back
and forth - a bit of an argument ensues and after the horn restates the theme in defiant
mood, the strings concur gracefully for the first section’s ideas to return. The original
conversation is resumed to conclude in harmony.

The Concerto received its first performance with Dennis Brain at the Petersfield Music
Festival in 1953. The first movement in the key of B-flat major and 3/4 time starts with
a confident theme from the horn which is followed by a more lyrical idea in the key of
F major before the return of the original theme and key, ending quietly with a final
muted statement thereof by the horn.

The second movement in the key of C is constructed in a similar way to the first, with
the initial theme being followed by a contrasting middle section before returning to the
first theme. The final movement in the key of B-flat major gives the soloist every
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opportunity to show off the horn’s range and flexibility. The first five note phrase crops
up regularly. A short cadenza heralds a slow crescendo and accelerando towards a
triumphant finish.

I first heard the Horn Concerto when I was about 15 in 1953 at its first performance in
Petersfield. Dennis Brain arrived in an open tourer with his horn on the back seat. He
was very relaxed and friendly, telling me that his father Aubrey had started him on a
natural horn with no valves but not until he was 15 so as not to spoil his embouchure.
Only when he had mastered the intricacies of playing without valves (pushing his fist
into the bell to alter pitch) was he allowed to progress to the valve horn. When he came
to perform he raised the horn to his lips with the instrument held horizontally and
played with complete ease and confidence.                                             Thomas Blower

I was first shown the manuscript of the Symphony in June 2005 by Thomas, the
composer’s son, who had discovered it in the loft amongst his father’s papers. I was
immediately struck by the sturdy scale of the work with its large orchestra, stirring
themes and sell-fashioned climaxes. My enthusiasm encouraged Thomas to set to work
mastering the ‘Sibelius’ computer software to produce first a printed full score, then a
set of performance parts. I can’t tell you how many hours have been spent in the last
two years editing and revising the Symphony, but I do have over forty closely-packed
pages of corrections, rationalizations and suggested modifications - many of which
would undoubtedly have surfaced had the composer envisaged a performance at some
stage. This may sound like a major overhaul, but it is nothing of the kind. Within the
134 pages of full score lasting 30 minutes, the substance and thrust of the music
remains unaltered. It is only the fine details which have been tidied up, together with a
little re-scoring here and there to give more balance and playability. It has been hard
work for both of us and a labour of love for Thomas, but the efforts have been and will
be extremely rewarding.

The preliminary run-through of the Symphony took place on 8 December 2006 at one
of the regular Friday rehearsals of Havant Symphony Orchestra, with approximately
fifty 'Friends of the Orchestra' and members of the Blower family as onlookers. Such
was the favourable reception from players and audience alike that we immediately
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galloping theme in F major, which gives way to a ‘love motive’ in D major, introduced
by the strings, that controls the remainder of the exposition. These motives are then
subjected to skilful and ingenious development. The recapitulation leads us back into
the key of F major and a shortened reprise of the Largo mesto, where, in answer to the
question ‘O what can ail thee, Knight-at-arms?’, the plaintive love motive is heard on
the oboe, before the final cadence brings this powerful work to a solemn close, as the
Knight realises that he, like others before him, is ‘in thrall’ for ever to the faery lady.

Mackenzie’s Ballad was well-received at its first performance and subsequent critics
have drawn attention to its qualities. Percy Young wrote in 1988 that the work ‘...exem-
plifies a talent for transmitting literary ideas into vivid rhythms and sonorities’ and
described the bassoon solo in the slow introduction as ‘almost Straussian’. It is a
distinguished contribution to symphonic programme music, and deserves to be heard
more often.

[I have been greatly indebted in the production of these notes to The Music of Sir
Alexander Campbell Mackenzie (1847-1935): A Critical Study by Duncan James Barker,
being the author's PhD. thesis submitted to the University of Durham in 1999].
Gareth Vaughan

DOROTHY HOWELL (1898-1982)

Symphonic Poem Lamia
Piano Concerto in D minor

Dorothy Howell was born in Handsworth, Birmingham on 25 February, 1898. Like
Holbrooke, she entered The Royal Academy of Music at the unusually early age of 15,
where she studied composition under Sir J.B. McEwen.

Apart from Lamia, her compositions for orchestra are not many - a piano concerto
(praised by Havergal Brian), an overture The Rock, the ballet Koong Shee, and the Three
Divertissements are her most important contributions - but they are all of a uniformly
high standard. John Drummond (a distinguished Controller of BBC Radio Three)
considered her the finest British woman composer of her era.
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applied to the Royal Academy of Music to study violin with Prosper Sainton, who had
taught his father. In 1865 Mackenzie returned to Edinburgh, where he undertook a
heavy workload of teaching, later augmented by conductorships, as well as playing the
violin in various orchestras, both locally and at the Birmingham Festivals. In 1874 he
married a local woman, Mary Malina Burnside, to the distress of some of his family who
thought her socially beneath him. He ignored their censure, however; the following year
she bore him a daughter, Mary.

Unfortunately, by the end of the 1870s the pressure of teaching and performing in
Edinburgh had exhausted the composer and, in the summer of 1879, following his
doctor’s orders, Mackenzie took his wife and child to Florence to recuperate. The initial
sojourn was to have been for eight months but, once restored to health, Mackenzie set
up residence in Italy on a semi-permanent basis. The move proved fruitful in terms of
composition: among the major pieces written at this time were Burns (his Second
Scotch Rhapsody), the Violin Concerto (premiered in Birmingham 1885), the choral
works The Bride (Worcester, 1881), Jason (Bristol, 1882), and The Rose of Sharon
(Norwich, 1884) and, perhaps most importantly, the lyrical drama Colomba, commis-
sioned by the Carl Rosa Opera Company for production in their 1883 season at Drury
Lane. That same year saw the premiere of ‘La Belle Dame sans Merci’, a Philharmonic
Society commission for their 1883 season. The inspiration for this tone poem is wholly
literary - Keats’ ballad poem of the same name, the atmospheric first verse of which
would have been familiar to almost every schoolboy and girl in the country:

O what can ail thee, knight-at-arms,
Alone and palely loitering?
The sedge has wither'd from the lake,
And no birds sing.

The work opens Largo mesto in D minor. The cellos and bassoon have a sombrely
questioning motive, signifying the opening line: ‘O what can ail thee, Knight-at-arms?’.
This is answered by a tune, grand and gloomy on the trombones, associated directly
with ‘La Belle Dame’ herself, and her baleful powers. It is given to the cellos doubled
by the bassoon. The Largo section is followed by an Allegro con brio characterised by a
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decided to include the work in our series of Fernham Hall concerts in a true public
world premiere. Since then there has been even further refinements and revisions to
prepare the work for performance and recording.

The following 1938-style commentary is a somewhat expanded version of the
programme note provided for the premiere. As usual with any kind of functional
analysis, the symphonic links between themes may or may not be as envisaged by the
composer and at worst are maybe purely fanciful. However they do seem to me to make
sense in this instance and far removed from what might be termed inspired luck.

The Symphony is cast in four traditional and contrasting movements and has a language
that is tonal and direct. In the presentation and treatment of ideas there are faint echoes
of Elgar, Debussy, the Russian Nationalists and the English folk-scene, but never
anything that can be pinpointed as mere parody or pastiche. The themes have
individuality as well as a certain nostalgia and the working-out and symphonic cohesion
are remarkably assured. Colourfully scored for double woodwind with piccolo and extra
cor anglais, four horns, three trumpets, three trombones, tuba, timpani, three
percussion, harp and strings — the orchestration reflects both skill and imagination. It
is an inspired piece of creativity and confidence from someone who had previously only
written for strings.

The first movement is launched with a bold arresting fanfare for trumpets. With a slight
increase in tempo the main Allegro bounces into the arena. This has two inter-
connecting ideas, the first - a lively rising theme played by the first violins and
accompanied by a striding bass line. This is followed immediately by a falling phrase
from the oboe, now with chugging string triplets providing counter energy. These two
components, with various pendant and metamorphic modifications are then driven
forward in a tightly-knit, harmonically argued structure which contains some strong
climaxes as well as more reflective moments. Notable amongst the latter is a very short
interlude for flute, solo violin and harp based upon the drooping oboe theme. Near the
end of the movement, the clarinet, with pizzicato accompaniment and a change of
tempo and metre, adds a touch of light-heartedness to the proceedings. There is also a
rhythmically neutered, chromatically flavoured version of the main theme introduced
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by strings and echoed by woodwind. After a final climax dominated by brass, the coda
then winds down and the movement draws to a close with a solo cello having the last
say on the transformed, tamed version of the thrusting main theme. The ending is quite
magical with muted horns bidding farewell to the initial trumpet fanfare.

Next comes a perky, 3/4 time Scherzo which buzzes along quite gently for the most part.
It has two distinct themes, each having hemiola undertones. The first is introduced by
the flute, with violas providing the buzzing accompaniment. After an oboe variant of the
same theme, but in a minor key, the second idea is neatly dovetailed into the texture
and consists of first violins and violas trying out waltz steps in canonic tandem, with
another striding pizzicato bass. During the course of an extended discussion involving
both these themes, contrapuntal ingenuity is displayed by having upside-down
renderings of each at some stage, the second in close stretto imitation. After the mini
tour-de-force of thematic juggling the trio section provides a complete contrast. Cast in
a broad 4/4 time Andante, it dwells on a simple folk-like idea launched by a solo cor
anglais and then warmed up by strings. Some continuously evolving development takes
place before the anticipated fortissimo climax materialises and its quickly subdued
ending for strings ushers back the Scherzo. This is no straightforward da capo repeat,
but a freshly-scored, symphonically varied section which surges towards a climactic
coda that, unaccountably, ends like the trio - not with a bang but a simper.

Most of the Lento moderato third movement is couched in the style of a slow serious
march built around two expressive, yearning melodies. The introductory bars for solo
horn and tonally unsettled strings have a touch of quiet menace about them that finds
a stronger urge in the middle of the movement. Its main march theme, given out in
octaves by clarinet and bassoon, has, like its counterpart in the first movement, a more
plaintive tailpiece, again entrusted to the oboe. After this has been taken forward to a
powerful statement and capped by a few bars of tremolando mystery, a new, more
optimistic idea con moto, appears on the strings. This is developed quite urbanely until
a sudden wrong pedal note brings a brief but disturbing section that (in 1938) perhaps
hints at a worry of things to come. However stability is soon restored and the discussion
of ideas continues with the main march theme and the con moto idea heavily involved.
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…money worries and career difficulties compounded low self-esteem, bringing
recurrent depression and a number of suicide attempts, one of them directly
triggered by the death of his only child, Barnaby, aged five. His final -
successful - attempt at suicide, on 29 December 1959, was provoked, at least
in part, by a letter from OUP demanding that he remove the works they had
remaindered from their catalogue.

His music is gentle, lyrical and beautifully crafted. It neither scales the heights nor
plumbs the depths of the human psyche, but is nevertheless heartfelt, wonderfully
appealing and uniquely his own.

An exquisite piece of English pastoral inspiration, reminiscent of Vaughan Williams at
his most beguiling, the Suite in D minor for oboe and strings, Op. 8 was written in 1924.
An exuberant Overture and a haunting Air frame two classical dance movements. The
Overture is rhythmic and buoyant, in a style something between the gallant and the
rustic; this leads without a break into a stately Gavotte full of poise and gravity. The
lively and skittish Minuet contrasts with a Musette in which the ’cellos imitate the drone
of bagpipes while, above this accompaniment, the oboe alternates with a string quartet
in playing a melancholy little tune. The ravishing Air which concludes the Suite is
redolent of Elizabethan England and the memory of every English summer that never
was. With regal grace it moves through a quintessentially English landscape, eventually
fading gently in a shimmer of divided strings.                                        Gareth Vaughan

SIR ALEXANDER CAMPBELL MACKENZIE (1847-1935)

La Belle Dame sans Merci Op. 29

Alexander Campbell Mackenzie was born in 1847. His father, as well as being a violinist,
was the conductor of the Theatre Royal orchestra in Edinburgh; his grandfather was
also a violinist. The young Alexander’s talent appeared early and by the age of eight he
was playing nightly in his father’s orchestra.

It was not long before he was sent to Germany for his musical education (a common
procedure for budding musicians in Victorian Britain), but in 1862 he successfully
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The critic of the Nottingham Evening Post praised it for its ‘pastoral beauty’, adding:

The appealing solo melodie [sic] line remains firmly dominant throughout all
three movements, accompanied by the strings in much the manner that might
be given to a solo voice, but with such felicitous touches of string scoring in the
extended and apt use of pizzicato, and the undercurrent murmur of
supporting phrases, that the work emerges as a shapely and attractive whole.
It deserves some popularity.

ROBIN MILFORD (1903-1959)       Suite for Oboe and String Orchestra Op. 8

Robin Milford was born in Oxford, the
son of Sir Humphrey Milford, a publisher
with Oxford University Press. At the age
of thirteen he attended Rugby School,
and in 1921 his musical talents gained
him entry to the Royal College of Music,
where, by good fortune, his teachers in
composition were Ralph Vaughan
Williams and Gustav Holst. He added to
his musical proficiency at the flute and
piano by studying the organ, and learned
counterpoint and harmony with R.O.
Morris. Initially, his compositions met
with success - his Double Fugue for
orchestra, Op. 10 won a Carnegie Trust
Award and was performed under the
baton of Vaughan Williams. However,
Milford had an unhappy life. Martin
Anderson, in an article written in 2002
marking the centenary of the composer’s
birth tells us:
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After a bold statement of the dominating march this longest movement subsides in
pastoral vein with trilling flutes and two solo violins.

There is a strong nautical air to the finale with opening brass fanfares and scurrying
strings soon making way for a jogging hornpipe dance. This is passed around the
orchestra in turn with some delightful changes of texture: the one for bassoon and
double basses with syncopated pizzicato support is particularly endearing. When energy
has finally been dissipated a slower legato second theme is heard on strings. Various
statements and variants of this idea are explored until the hornpipe suddenly decides
that it is time to wake up again. More frivolity follows until the music runs out of steam.
Another slower and very reflective passage is played by strings, drawn, as in the
peroration of the first movement, from the Symphony’s opening theme. After a nicely
engineered resting cadence the presto coda springs into life and speeds the work to its
emphatic conclusion, utilizing in these closing bars yet another modification of the
work’s main theme and underlining in the process the symphonic cohesion of this
interesting and likeable Symphony.

Peter Craddock 2008 (Peter Craddock conducted the first performance on 29 March 2008)

FREDERICK SEPTIMUS KELLY (1881-1916)

Serenade for Flute with accompaniment of Harp, Horn, and String Orchestra.

Born in Sydney, Australia, Frederick Kelly was the fourth son of Irish-born wool broker
Thomas Herbert Kelly and his native-born wife Mary Anne. Frederick was educated
first at Sydney Grammar School, then sent to England to become a pupil at Eton
College. He excelled in rowing, both at Eton and Oxford, whence he proceeded on a
musical scholarship to Balliol College, where he became a favourite pupil of composer
Ernest Walker.

Kelly was perhaps more distinguished ‘on the river’ than academically; he won the
Diamond Challenge Sculls in 1902 at Henley Royal Regatta and again in 1903. His last
appearance in a boat race was in the 1908 London Olympic Games as a member of the
Leander crew in the eights, which won the gold medal for Great Britain. After Oxford,
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Kelly studied the piano under Iwan Knorr
at the Hoch Conservatory in Frankfurt,
later returning to London where he acted
as an adviser to the Classical Concert
Society, in which capacity he did much to
promote the works of contemporary
composers. Following the outbreak of war
in 1914, he was given a commission in the
Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve, serving
with his friend, the poet Rupert Brooke.
He was wounded twice at Gallipoli and
awarded the Distinguished Service Cross.
Here it was that he wrote, in 1915, his
Elegy for String Orchestra: ‘In Memoriam
Rupert Brooke’, conceived in the wake of
Brooke’s death. Kelly was among the
party who buried him on Skyros. He
himself survived Gallipoli only to die in
France at the Battle of the Somme on 13
November 1916.

The small corpus of work Kelly left behind includes songs, piano and organ pieces, a
violin sonata and two orchestral compositions, including the Elegy mentioned above.
The Serenade Op. 7 dates from 1911, and shows the composer to be a graceful melodist
and a more than competent orchestrator, the choice of instruments augmenting the
strings being particularly felicitous, and its five movements offer a charming range of
moods and virtuosity for the solo flute.  Frederick Kelly’s manuscripts are in the
National Library of Australia.

WALTER GAZE COOPER (1895-1981)    Concertino for Oboe and Strings Op. 78

Walter Thomas Gaze Cooper was born in the village of Long Eaton, Derbyshire. His
interest in music did not emerge until his late teens, whereupon he sought tuition from
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Bernard Johnson, the City Organist for Nottingham, Frederick Dawson who gave him
piano lessons and Arthur Eaglefield Hull with whom he studied composition. At this
time he was fascinated and inspired by the music of Rachmaninoff. Later, he went to
the Royal Academy of Music where Benjamin Dale was his composition teacher. The
influence of Rachmaninoff can be heard in the romantic lyricism and love of melody
which characterises his compositions, and that of Dale in their superb craftsmanship.
Having graduated from the RAM, he joined the staff of the Midland Conservatoire of
Music and became an inspiration to many of his pupils. He also lectured in
orchestration at University College, Nottingham. In 1933 he founded the Midland
Conservatory of Music Orchestra which became the Nottingham Symphony Orchestra,
a distinguished band of musicians whom he conducted for 26 years and which attracted
many famous names as guest soloists, among them the pianists John Ogdon and Eric
Hope.

Among his considerable musical output are nine symphonies, many of which were
broadcast by the BBC, four piano concertos, concertos for violin, viola, horn and
bassoon respectively, symphonic poems, chamber music, six piano sonatas, choral
pieces and the one-act opera Athena. The Concertino for oboe and strings was
premiered by Evelyn Rothwell, Sir John Barbirolli’s wife, on Sunday 13 October, 1957
at the Queen’s Hall, Nottingham, with the composer conducting the Nottingham
Symphony Orchestra. It is a work of considerable lyrical beauty, the opening
reminiscent of Sibelius, not only in the string figurations but in the structure of the solo
instrument’s haunting melody. With typical modesty, Gaze Cooper provided the
following brief programme note:

Each of the three movements of the work is written in a quite strict classical
form, but the key relationship and tonality are in the modem style. The
composer has striven to give a setting to the beautiful tone of the Oboe, rather
than show what it, and he can do technically. It was written in the fortnight
preceding February 6, 1957 and is dedicated to Dr. Ivor Keys.
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